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EDs Quarter
He Waka Eke Noa truly was inclusive. Our MA17 waka was bigger, fuller
and more diverse than any previous MA conference. Even though there were
more delegates at our 2016 joint venture with Museums Australia, MA17
attracted more New Zealanders, and proportionally more were actively
contributing as speakers, convenors, planners and volunteers.
All this inclusion takes a lot of wrangling, and I thank everyone who made it
possible. In particular, Te Manawa staff and Rangitane iwi went out of their
way to offer the best manaakitanga of the region. Convenors Jane Legget
(conference programme) and Bethany Edmunds (Awards) were assisted by
many others who looked after the logistics and local support. I particularly
acknowledge our volunteers who were so helpful and hard-working during
the conference.
This issue of MAQ has several reviews and commentaries on MA17. One
aspect that really stood out for me is highlighted by Greg McManus on page
4, the legacy of Mina McKenzie. While I regret that I never met Mina, I
could feel her wairua pervading the conference, and am delighted that we
were able to honour her work and include her whanau.
We celebrated the 2017 ServiceIQ NZ Museum Awards during MA17.
Another fantastic set of exhibitions and projects was selected, this year by
expert judging panels in each of the different categories. My thanks to all
the judges who shared their expertise. Our 2017 awards booklet is mailed
out with this MAQ. Congratulations to all the finalists and winners – and to
everyone who entered.
Looking ahead to more conferences, planning is well underway for MA18
in Christchurch. And arising out of MA16 Museums Australasia, I have
been invited to take part in a workshop on conferences at the Associations
Forum in Sydney in July, sponsored by Tourism New Zealand. I am looking
forward to exploring the whys and hows of such events with other association
professionals, and hope to come back with some new insights and ideas for
our own future conferences.
Later in July, I will be hosting a stand at the Local Government NZ conference
in Auckland. This will be a showcase to raise the profile of our sector among
local council staff and elected officials. We are preparing information based
on our museum sector and visitor survey data about the scale, scope and
benefits of museums and galleries.

MA does other things besides conferences.
Our advocacy activities continue with local and
central government. We are currently working
with the NZ External Reporting Board (XRB)
on international consultation on accounting
for heritage, hosting workshops in Wellington,
Christchurch and Auckland (see MA website or
eNews&Notices for details). An update on our
submissions re the new FENZ fire service levy is
on page 16.
We are planning this year's regional forums to take
place in August and September. The focus will be
on the evidence base for the value of museums
and galleries. As well as the national information
being prepared for LGNZ, we are looking at
ways that each member institution can use local
and national data in both planning and advocacy.
Some of this analysis was previewed for members
at the AGM in May, and I am particularly excited
about the ways that benefits can be demonstrated
by such data as volunteer support and collections
donations.
The MA Board is meeting in Auckland on 7 July.
We welcome new members Dale Bailey (Te Papa)
and Riah King-Wall (EMP nominee), and have a
full agenda including a review of activities in our
current MA Strategic Plan. We invite feedback
and suggestions from members to me or Board
members at any time, and I look forward to
catching up with many of you at our forums later
in the year.
Phillipa Tocker
Executive Director
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Message from the Board
That week I thought of all those people and how we were 30 years ago but
mostly I thought of Mina McKenzie. I wondered how could it be 30 years
since she met the bus from Auckland and took me to that little brick building,
apologetic in advance about the working conditions but full of ideas about
what she wanted to do (like build a new museum!)
I wondered out loud how can it be 20 years since her sudden and untimely
passing? I recalled the words of her daughter Christina when I arrived at the
tangi: “So who you gonna talk to now?” Yeah, my thoughts exactly...
At the conference, they put a photo on the big screen of Mina in the old
museum printery – it took me aback to be honest, I remembered the day it
was taken but hadn’t seen it since it appeared in the local paper. It was a jolt
and made me sit up straight, I could hear her voice clear as day in my head.

Mina McKenzie at Manawatu Museum late 1980s

Attending the MA 2017 conference in Palmerston
North brought flooding back a whole lot of
memories of my first museum job. It was in a tiny
little brick building on Church Street, a building
where they used to make sugar confectionary
and store car parts. Now it’s gone, just a carpark
behind the convention centre. Every time I walked
through the carpark to and from the conference I
thought of that little building and especially of the
people who worked there 30 years ago.
Some still work there (or rather at Te Manawa, as
Manawatu Museum became when it amalgamated
with the Science Centre in 1994) – Cindy Lilburn
is still registrar, a living, breathing Vernon database,
and Warren Warbrick, who led the opening
pōwhiri with his taonga pūoro skill, was a 16 yearold exhibitions assistant when I started there in
1986. My friend Dale Bailey, now at Te Papa, was
on the Manawatu Museum Committee way back
then, his commitment to museums a lifelong one.
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We heard a lot about Mina during the conference, she was a constant presence.
David Butts spoke lovingly (and at times hilariously) about his time at the
old museum, and especially about the huge influence she had on him and so
many others. Sitting with Mina’s husband Bruce and daughter Kirsten at the
dinner was a special time, they were such great company and thrilled with the
way Mina was remembered and spoken about.
Mina would have observed our conference and been pretty satisfied I think.
She would have been delighted by a diversity in the sector that did not exist
30 years ago and she would have been especially pleased with the strength of
Kaitiaki Māori, a group she was instrumental in developing and mentoring
until her death.
So, forgive me for this overly nostalgic and personal reflection of the
conference. There were heaps of other great things going on that deserve to
be mentioned and remembered, and others will do that no doubt, but for
me MA 2017 was all about Mina and how far we have come, individually
and collectively, since she graced our sector from a little brick building on
Church Street.
Greg Mc Manus
Chief Executive, Waitangi Treaty Grounds
Museums Aotearoa Board Member

MA17 Reviews
Conference Inspired Inclusive Community Ideas
After enjoying last year's EMP mini conference I was determined to attend
the MA17 conference. Thanks to a bursary from Museums Aotearoa I was
able to get there and found it was every bit as inspiring and valuable as I had
hoped. I came away from the event in Palmerston North eager to share a
number of ideas with our small museum team at Mokau.
He Waka Eke Noa: Museums of Inclusion came at the right time for our
small museum. We have been looking at ways to involve our local community
and to be more relevant for them. The conference wasn't an easy take home
message though, it contained hard hitting subject matter that made you stop
and think.
The conference theme of inclusivity brought to the fore people and issues
that are usually invisible and forced me to acknowledge the many ways that
people are excluded in the museum. The issues that were dealt with ranged
from the clearly visible physical disabilities, which could affect any of us at
any time, to the less obvious differences that people experience in isolation.
The Arts Access Aotearoa Panel was able to inform participants on practical
ways to be more inclusive.
The conference's first key note speaker Stella Duffy was all about community
involvement and I am very excited to try out the Fun Palaces model in our
museum as a way to include people that may not normally visit the museum.
Encouraging community members to teach others what they know will be an
empowering experience for them. If we can make it half as much fun as Stella
made her talk then we'll be onto a winner!
Later that evening an Inclusive Party was held in the Te Manawa foyer
hosted by the comedian and diversity champion Phillip Patston. Yet another
opportunity for seeing the world through different eyes and other experiences.
The second keynote speaker Glenn Iseger-Pilkington, made me think about
how we display and tell the stories of our indigenous people. He encouraged
me to think of ways that I can involve local iwi to ensure that they feel that
the museum represents them as community members and not just the place
that holds some of their taonga. As an Aboriginal man, Glenn's experience
of the museum in the past was that it did not represent him. He is changing
that now in inspiring ways which he highlighted in his talk.
The session that I personally got the most out of was 'Including Sexuality and
Gender Diversity'. Again this was another hard-hitting topic that was led
by people who were personally affected by these issues and I think it is fair
to say that the delegates attending this talk were very moved. The discussion
after the presentations involved shared experiences that can only happen in a
safe place and as a result I felt closer to those people in that room than at any
other time during the conference.

Amanda Griffin and Jan Brown Mokau Museum

Later that day I was challenged further by giving
my first talk at a conference, albeit short, in the
pitopito kōrero. It was a good experience for me
to try out presenting amongst my peers and to see
how others tackled the task.
I have to say though that the highlight of the
conference had to be accepting an award, along
with my colleague, on behalf of the museum that
I have grown to love. So many people have put in
such hard work over the years and seeing this work
acknowledged is a very rewarding experience.
I have been able to take away from this conference
many ideas, big and small, that will help to ensure
people see themselves reflected in the museum
they visit.
Amanda Griffin
Collections Manager, Mokau Museum
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Juliet Cooke and Caleb Gordon

“Suck it up and work harder,
it’s the only option we’ve got”.
It’s difficult to pick a favourite truism unleashed
by Stella Duffy across the conference, but this one
from her keynote stuck with me. Delivered poorly,
such a statement could inspire derision but Stella’s
contagious enthusiasm presented it as a rallying cry.
The five days I spent at MA17 - the main conference
plus the Emerging Museums Professionals:
Huakina - were divided into celebrations and
challenges. Broadly addressing the theme of
inclusion, we came together to explore what has
been done, what is being developed, and where we
still need to go.
Colleagues from across Aotearoa and beyond
brought their projects and knowledge to share,
and so much of their work, passion and successes
were cause for celebration. Their presentations
demonstrated how museums and galleries are
more than places of collection and exhibition,
and how inclusion is so much more than inviting
communities in. For inclusion to be authentic
our communities need to have a genuine sense of
ownership within our institutions.
Rather than institutions as ‘us’ and communities as
‘them’, a reorientation is necessary. Communities
need to be not just invited in but engaged,
empowered and employed by our institutions.
Working together as ‘we’, with shared stakes in
projects, authentic inclusion and genuine change
can occur.
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What was so fantastic about sharing and exploring this way of working
inclusively was seeing stories being shared of how it was already happening.
These stories challenged us to trust our communities and let them in, and to
believe in the knowledge, talent and passion of our staff. MA17 offered proof
that many institutions are already well on their way to becoming ‘we’ - having
stopped being gatekeepers and instead become bridges.
But let’s not forget the challenges. These stories of success were full of hurdles,
challenges encountered and overcome. Challenges, that as a sector we are
still yet to fully grapple with, seen in demographics of our workers, and who
we see at these conferences. These are challenges of changes we know are
necessary but can’t yet see the solutions for.
What I took away – to do a disservice to each unique and thoughtful
presentation by way of summary – is that the no-fail first step to creating
change is to just start.
We came together this year under the whatataukí ‘he wake eke noa’ and to
embrace this we must all reconsider our roles. Looking to our communities
rather than collections as the centre of our work means sharing and
relinquishing authority. It’s scary and can be uncomfortable, but our
communities are the ones who breathe life into our institutions by waking up
our collections - but only if we allow them.
So let’s return to where I started. Suck it up. Work harder. Push down your
doors and invite communities in. Be fearless, it’s the only option we’ve got.
Caleb Gordon
Visitor Service & Functions Coordinator, City Gallery Wellington

MA17 Reviews
A Student at Conference
I am incredibly grateful for Museums Aotearoa granting me a bursary to
to attend this year’s He Waka Eke Noa conference in Palmerston North. I
am a Victoria University student, currently studying Museum and Heritage
Studies, and working part-time as the Weekend Host at the Katherine
Mansfield House and Garden.
Moving through university, I feel that the arts and humanities have less
perceived value than they once did. Every student in these fields has to face
constant questions as to the practical applications of their study. As such, I
think there’s a lot of doubt about how valuable the humanities are in today's
society. It’s heartwarming to be in a sector that truly values the humanities
and sees the importance in preserving and studying identity.
The conference introduced me to a wide range of museums and museum
professionals that I otherwise would not have been able to meet. From
Auckland Museum to MOTAT to the Eketāhuna/Mellemskov Museum,
it was extremely special to get in touch with so many passionate people. I
think there’s something extraordinary about how genuinely passionate and
enthusiastic people in the museum and heritage sectors are about what they
do, and it’s wonderful to be around.
I found the sessions extremely challenging and thought provoking. Interested
in education, I mainly chose talks on the topic - including the excellent
session on creating powerful school visits - but also leaned towards the
overarching theme of inclusivity. A mention has to be given of the ‘Including
Sexuality’ session - it was a stand out for me, and for other attendees I have
spoken to since. The kōrero was raw and personal. It was affirming to be in

among people so inclusive of LGBTI issues, but
also highlighted the long way we have yet to travel
in talking about sexuality in museums.
This, I feel, reflected my take away of the conference.
It was so positive to talk about disability in
museums, Māori in museums, and Pasifika in
museums. I was genuinely touched by the personal
and emotional conversations I was privileged to be
a part of, and I’m honoured to be a part of a sector
in which such conversations take place. But it also
highlighted how far we have got to go until we can
confidently call ourselves inclusive.
I feel inspired to go on and try to create more
inclusive, boundary-pushing museum content.
I hope that the incredible conversations in this
conference reflect the direction that museums are
heading towards. It’s great to be a part of such a
positive and forward-thinking community.
Sofia Roberts
Student, Victoria University

Sofia Roberts
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Mary Ama

Including Pasifika
While the Pitopito Kōrero presentations were delightful gems, the Pacific
voices were loud powerful drums of challenge beating for change.
Starting the session Pasifika perspectives on inclusion, Te Papa’s Sean Mallon
challenged institutions to share authority with Pacific communities. Next was
Auckland Museum’s Vasiti Palavi’s contention that her institution has more
work to do to become the beating heart of Auckland that it should be.
The crescendo came from Auckland Art Gallery’s Iokapeta MangeleSuamasi. In order to address social inclusion, she says it is integral to discuss
social exclusion - as inclusion (just like diversity) is a loaded term used by
institutions when they are in reality not changing power dynamics one iota.

Barbara Makuati-Afitu lead the Pacific Collections
Access Project session Pacific collections, inclusive
practice - a three-year process that is putting 5,000
of Auckland Museum’s 30,000 plus objects online. Community is at the heart of this initiative
with community experts spending days with the
team sharing stories about our taonga that are now
online for all the world to view 24/7.
Marilyn Kohlhase
Museums Aotearoa Board (Pacific Advisor)

Mangele-Suamasi says that, as GLAM practitioners, “it is imperative that
we confront ‘socially exclusive’ rhetoric and practice in ways such as providing
counter-narratives to orthodox gallery and museum practice. These need to
be voices that are not echoing in the distance from the outside but loud voices
boldly orating from the inside. This is integral to nurturing cultural arts spaces
that house sound dialogic discourse and are authentic, fearless and resilient in
the face of social exclusion.”

Marilyn Kohlhase, Philip Patston, Andy Lowe and Phillipa Tocker
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MA17 Arts Access Review
Museums and creating
inclusion.
Inclusion is about feeling welcome. And we
few disabled participants at MA17, Museums
Aotearoa’s national conference in Palmerston
North, were welcomed, along with everyone else
– from Rangitane’s warm and generous pōwhiri to
the equally warm and generous hosting from Te
Manawa.
People were open, friendly and ready to learn.
I appreciated the profile for disability at the
conference as it can be easily swamped or
marginalised in diversity-focused events. I was
pleased to be part of a plenary panel with Arts
Access Aotearoa and other accessibility friends;
to present a well-attended workshop; and join the
debate team. I was also a judge of the Arts Access
Museum Award 2017.
Other workshops and presentations by disabled
people were useful and informative, of a high
quality and well-attended.

Robyn Hunt

The inclusion theme was a first for Museums Aotearoa, and, like all first
times, there were a few lessons to be learned. Signage could have been more
clear and helpful. A map, a list of the participants and an evaluation form
before departure would have been useful. Catering staff needed briefing on
helping wheelchair users at meal and break times.

This conference provided a stimulating opportunity
for museum professionals and those who are often
excluded to engage in safe and productive ways
on neutral ground to talk about inclusion and
exclusion, to learn about and from each other. The
presence of NZ Sign Language interpreters was a
tangible reminder of the inclusion theme.

I also noted little discussion about the importance of accessible technology
and digital-focused exhibits, often critical to the museum experience for
disabled people.

Holding the conference next door to a museum –
Te Manawa – was a plus, especially as Te Manawa
is a model of inclusion. No surprises, therefore,
that Te Manawa won the Inaugural Arts Access
Museum Award. I hope this award grows in
strength and significance.

Museums of Inclusion is an encouraging and important step on a long,
complex and challenging road. Access will remain important but opportunities
to tell new stories in new ways and engage with different communities will
bring new rewards.

From my disability perspective, I observed a strong
emphasis on the importance of accessibility for
museums and exhibits, and ways of interacting
with and relating to them. There were stories of
success and stories of endeavour. This is important
as people need to feel confident with new ways of
doing and being, and with taking risks.
Like the best conferences, there was a mixture
of serious work and fun. Keynote speaker Stella
Duffy was both entertaining and informative as
she explored her Kiwi roots and the ways Fun
Palaces build inclusive communities.

More disabled delegates would have added more authenticity to the theme.
Of course, cost is always a factor and few disabled people work in museums,
it seems.

How the inclusive and creative energy evident at the conference is focused
and developed will be critical to progress. I welcome opportunities to further
an inclusion agenda.
Robyn Hunt
Principal Consultant, AccEase

Robyn Hunt’s communications company AccEase helps ensure websites,
information and communications are accessible. Robyn is a member of the
Arts For All Wellington Network.

www.accease.com
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Museums Beyond Binaries

Based on a presentation within the Sexuality and
Gender session of He Waka Eke Noa
Reflecting on the conversations at He Waka Eke
Noa, it strikes me that the process of becoming
more inclusive necessarily involves breaking
down the ingrained hierarchical constructs that
are so pervasive in our institutions’ European
colonial heritage: those based on race, ability, class,
sexuality, and so on.
As outlined in my presentation, the dominant
understanding of gender is yet another of these,
made up of inequitable binary systems relating to
bodies (female/male), social roles (woman/man),
and modes of expression (feminine/masculine).
And of course, just like all other facets of human
experience, none of these have ever actually been
binary, static, or clearly delineated – they’ve just
been made to appear that way through suppressive
social forces.
Binaries work well for computers, but not at all
for people. The imposition of a simplistic and
rigid model of gender involves violence towards
countless people whose bodies and/or entire
beings defy these reductive categorisations.
For more information and resources, see the
United Nations Intersex Awareness page (unfe.
org/intersex-awareness) and pages about gender
diverse people on the Human Rights Commission
website (hrc.co.nz).
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As public spaces of culture and heritage, it makes sense for museums to be
at the forefront of breaking down oppressive hierarchies: the many ‘isms’ like
racism, ableism, classism, sexism, along with heterosexism and cissexism.
It seems to me that the best way to create social inclusion fast would be
to invert the current hierarchies of power within all organisations: with
takatāpui, queer, wahine, femme, hauā, disabled, lower class, Māori and tauiwi
people of colour handed the reins and enabled to create meaningful change.
Short of that, it’s up to each of us to at least counteract the ‘isms’ wherever we
can by working with (and following the lead of ) those most adversely affected.
An important point to keep in mind is that all the hierarchies intersect eg.
gender is always inextricably tied to culture. And, as reiterated throughout
the conference: ‘nothing for us, without us.’
I’m Pākehā, non-intersex, currently able-bodied and neurotypical, middle
class, queer and agender (ie. without gender), and based on my experience,
below are some tips for becoming more inclusive of sex and gender diversity.
In a nutshell: take everything that imposes a gender on people, and throw it
out the window. Aim to go from unintentionally exclusive to visibly inclusive.
• Find ways to develop your staff culture into one where everyone feels
comfortable with the reality of gender diversity. No-one needs to be
an expert, but everyone needs to know that people who transcend the
Western female/male system exist, we’re common1, and all people deserve
recognition and respect.
• Use signage that acknowledges and includes people beyond the binary,
eg. ‘all gender toilet.’ An excellent resource on how to make any current
configuration of toilets safer for all is the Unitarian Universalist
Association page: uua.org/lgbtq/welcoming/ways/bathrooms

• When hiring, clearly advertise that you welcome applicants of all genders
(and value diversity more generally) – then take steps to minimise
subconscious bias during selection.
• Ensure no forms or surveys ask for sex or gender. It’s unnecessary for an
institution to know this about anyone. (If some external force requires you
to ask, at least give people a free field to write it in themselves and a ‘prefer
not to say’ option.) If you’d like to know which title and pronouns people
use, ask for their title – if any – and pronouns.
• If you’re in the habit of dividing groups of people into two based on
gender lines, change that to something that really is binary, such as odd/
even birth dates.
• Work on breaking the habit of assuming someone’s gender based on their
appearance (or voice, or anything else). The only way to know a person’s
gender is if they tell you. Refrain from calling people you don’t know
ma’am, sir, miss etc.
• Using te reo Māori to welcome people at events is a great way to be more
inclusive, eg. “tēnā koutou kua tae mai nei” rather than anything that uses
binary language, such as “ladies and gentlemen.”
• To respect a person, it’s necessary to use their correct pronouns. This is
simple in languages that don’t have gendered pronouns - such as te reo
Māori, in which the third-person pronoun is ‘ia’ for everyone. Ideally we’d
all kōrero Māori, but failing that, normalising pronoun disclosure would
enable everyone to know what each person uses, reducing assumptions
and misgendering2. For example, in spoken introductions:
		“Hi I’m Gail, my pronouns are she/her and I’m a curator at MTG.”
		 And in business cards, email signatures etc:
		Jess Mio
		 pronouns: they/them/their
		 MTG Hawke’s Bay Tai Ahuriri
• This also means learning to use English non-binary pronouns. Feel free to
explore and practice these – they’re fun to try out within adapted quotes,
like this one from Oscar Wilde: “Jane is one who can only find their way
by moonlight, and their punishment is that they see the dawn before the
rest of the world.”
• Once your institution has become much more inclusive, tell everyone
about it! Note on your website that you aim to provide a safe space for all
people, and mention some of the specific ways you do this. Lead the way
for other organisations and your community as a whole.

Jess Mio

Notes
1. Much more common than most of us think –
try mentioning in a dating profile that you’re in to
genderqueers/crossdressers/femmes
etc
and
you’ll be amazed at how many apparently straight,
masculine men are actually brilliantly feminine in all
sorts of ways! It’s the pervasive stigma that keeps
this hidden.
2. The work of normalising this should not be left
with trans and non-binary people alone – if you’re
an ally, please do make it common practice to
share your pronouns, and when asked why you do
that, let others know how it’s a great way to create
a culture of awareness and respect for gender
diverse people.

The more space you make for diversity, the more diversity you’ll see. Trans
and genderqueer visitors will appreciate it and keep coming back. Parents
will be encouraged that the world really is becoming safer for their takatāpui,
intersex or gender-creative children. A staff member who’s always worn shirts
and trousers to work might feel able to wear their favourite dress. Everyone
will be that much more free. Win-win!
Jess Mio
Curator of Art, MTG Hawke’s Bay Tai Ahuriri

He aha te mea nui o te ao?
He tangata, he tangata, he tangata
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Being Heard in a Museum
New Zealand museums make excellent use
of two of our national languages, but our
third waits in the wings, quietly offering
the opportunity for improved engagement
with visitors with an ‘invisible disability’.
New Zealand Sign Language (NZSL) has been a national language of New
Zealand since 2006, but its presence in New Zealand museums is limited. As
a visual language, it is easy to assume that written interpretation is enough.
However, NZSL is seeing growing support for its wider use in the public
realm, backed up with strong advocacy from New Zealand’s Deaf community.
Hearing ability slides along a spectrum from hearing to hearing impaired to
deaf, the medical term for hearing loss. Along this spectrum sit 9% of New
Zealanders, identified in Statistics New Zealand’s 2013 Disability Survey
as being hearing impaired, with assistive devices such as hearing aids not
eliminating the hearing impairment. According to the NZSL Action Board,
part of the Office for Disability Issues, 11,000 New Zealanders use NZSL
as their primary form of communication. I find myself among the 9%, with
deafness in one ear and hearing loss in the other. Culturally I am hearing, but
find myself straddling worlds, giving me a unique vantage point on where
museums can improve our service and inclusion of those who are hearing
impaired and the Deaf community.
Deaf and hearing impaired people have an increased reliance on visual
presentations of information. For museums of the twenty-first century this
poses problems around audio visual installations. Possible remedies include
captions which describe all aural aspects of a film, including music, doors
closing, bird calls and so on, or subtitles, which convey speech only. Inclusion
of captions or subtitles is an easy addition to exhibitions, and can be provided
by Able (http://able.co.nz), New Zealand’s specialist accessible media service.
The benefit of having captions goes beyond hearing impaired visitors to
those with trouble understanding spoken English – especially given New
Zealanders’ notoriously quick chatter.

A basic understanding of NZSL, with the ability
to welcome and direct to exhibitions and facilities,
goes a long way to opening up museums to all
visitors. Even without this, remembering simple
communication strategies can help your message
be better received and help visitors feel welcome
and included.
Deaf Aotearoa is the national organisation
representing Deaf New Zealanders. Their finger
is on the pulse of Deaf desires for inclusion, and
can assist contacting interpretation services for
gallery tours, events and public talks, and advertise
Deaf-friendly activities to boost attendance. For
organisations they offer Deaf Awareness Training
sessions lasting from 1.5 hours to a full day,
teaching attendees about the history, culture and
language of Deaf New Zealanders and letting
us see a different world-view and think more
intuitively about how we can work with users of
all our national languages.
Welcoming our Deaf and hearing impaired visitors
is not an insurmountable task. Small steps go a
long way. Staff training and consultation with the
community will allow strategic steps to be taken
that ensure visitors who struggle to hear are still
heard and welcome in their museums.

Communication Strategies
• Concentrate and maintain eye contact: don’t
look away or cover your face when talking
• Be aware of your surroundings: avoid standing
in front of brightly lit windows
• Speak clearly and normally: don’t SHOUT or
talk s-l-o-w-l-y
• Remember the human: people who are Deaf
or hearing impaired are happy, healthy and
intelligent.
Juliet Thomas
Event Developer & Volunteer Coordinator,
Te Manawa Museum of Art, Science & History

Sign language is the best way to welcome Deaf visitors, but is helpful in many situations, such as
at noisy conference registration desks, where finding out who a delegate is can be challenging.
12 MAQ June 2017

10 'Inclusive' Commandments
By @MissPuiaTaylor inspired by Ema Tavola of Pimpiknows and Bethany Edmunds.

I been in this game for 3 years, it made me a animal. There’s rules to this life so I wrote you a manual. A step by
step booklet for you to get your game on track, not your wero pushed back
• Rule Tuatahi: Scrap the exclusivity we’re in a new generation breaking down walls and doors - In the words
of Sean Mallon it’s time to ‘Share Your Authority’ - That’s your real Kaitiaki Responsibility
• Tuarua: let everyone know your next move, others tend to get upset and I’ve seen this can misconstrue - the
truth. Culture within institutes can often be token. Let’s stop slotting them in at the end, remove tick boxes
and spark meaningful conversation. Take it from us the up and coming, this can leave your heart broken.
• Tuatoru: Pay your communities in all ways, monetary, spiritually, verbally - especially via media and
interpretative signage written in galleries! They’re the closest thing to maintaining our histories. Lead
relationships with consultancy, this is the finest form of respect and integrity.
• Tuawha: Now I know you haven’t heard this before. Never be shy to share your own supply. To get means
to give, to give means you’ll get. Our strategic documents need to be kept organic and we should never
forget!
• Tuarima: always connect where you rest at, if it weren’t for your tupuna, who knows where you’d be at? Walk
your land and swim your rivers. Understand their stories and all that shimmers.
• Tuaono: keep your money game lit with no silly tricks. Only way to succeed is if you budget track your sh*t.
Think of the bigger picture of this Museology game, we’re all in this for the same reason to archive, exhibit
and maintain - not gain.
• Tuawhitu: This rule is so underrated. Wear all your hats, skills and who said to keep your family and business
completely separated? Matua Charles Royal was right ‘Money and Mana don't mix’ it’s like hot water with
vicks coz you’re sick. Keep your heart to the people and your voices loud around the table. Listen to the
artists around you in order to keep our your vision stable.
• Tuawaru: never keep no weight on you. Remember to laugh and enjoy your youth too. Manaakitanga,
provides Noa to Tapu, allow enough budget for waiata, haka and a massive kai too.
• Tuaiwa: shoulda been number one to me. If you ain't partnering, participating or protecting - whose
Treaty are you honouring? Never get complacent - get back into your research and revisit your family tree.
Whakapapa is a resource - full of inspiring things.
• Tekau: a strong word called consignment strictly for kaitiaki prepared for redefinement. When you think
things are getting too hard just remind yourselves that before there was you there were others who fought
even hard
So on behalf of us emerging kaitiaki, preparing to take your jobs and that directorship mahi - Follow these rules
and you will be set up for this get up - Museums ain’t easy but they’re necessary so I think Robyn Hunt says
it perfectly: “Access and inclusion are not the same thing but you can't have inclusion without access” Can I
get an amen?
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Museum Profile
The National Army Museum
– the middle of everywhere
With family spread across the North Island,
road trips have always been a feature of my life,
invariably involving the Desert Road. When it
came to Waiouru, I would wrap my coat tightly
around me (summer or winter), hope to see some
horses, and comment that I didn’t know how
anyone could live there.
And here I am. And it’s incredible. Over the last
two years I have had to completely reframe my
thinking about Waiouru, about the New Zealand
Defence Force, and about the museum itself.
The place which all must pass through
The name Waiouru is derived from Te-WaahiOru-Nga-Tangata, or (roughly) the place which
all must pass through. Initially, I saw that as being
in the middle of nowhere. Now I realise it can be
the middle of everywhere.
What does that mean for the museum?
The museum has the potential to deliver farreaching social and economic benefits to the
Ruapehu region, and to become a dynamic hub in
the central North Island.
We have played an active role in supporting and
developing the regional visitor development plan,
which is part of the larger Manawatū-Whanganui
economic action plan, Accelerate 25. In real terms,
we have a new entryway opening shortly that will

incorporate an i-Site and a Geonet station, expanding our role as a focal
point for tourists and museum visitors alike. Two EV charging stations will
encourage greener-minded drivers to stop and explore the museum – and
Waiouru – while their cars refuel.
Intelligent partnerships with local iwi will also enable us to expand our
offer to the public, whilst helping iwi achieve their aspirations to care for
and interpret their taonga tuku iho, as they progress through their Treaty
settlements. We will actively position ourselves as a museum where careers are
launched, developed, and nurtured – museums in NZ all share a responsibility
to build the sector by growing good people.
Living under the shadow of an active volcano instils a natural respect for
Koro Ruapehu. We are currently working with GNS Science to explore how
we can more effectively share the unique stories of this area, and link them
back to our kaupapa and our collections. For example, Tangiwai is 10 minutes
away and serves as a poignant reminder of both the terrible power of nature,
and the role of the military during times of national trauma.
Te ngira - The eye of the needle
At my pōwhiri, the Chaplain referred to Waiouru as ‘the eye of the needle’,
a place to find a sense of peace and calm. The Army Marae at Waiouru,
Rongomaraeroa o ngā hau e whā, fulfils this role by being the spiritual
home of the NZ Army, and the last ‘stop’ for service men and women before
deployment. For the museum, it’s about understanding and defining our role
as a memorial and place of reflection and connection in the 21st century, and
also about the role we play within an active military camp.
The marae also sets a challenge for the museum. It is the only marae in
New Zealand that faces the setting sun. In so doing, it represents facing the
uncertain and the unknown.
We see our equivalent role as tackling challenging stories and questions, and
throwing light on aspects of our military history and role that might have
been hitherto unexplored, or hidden. That means telling the whole story,
even when it disrupts accepted mythologies within families, and society at
large. The NZ Defence Force is on a similar journey as it addresses areas for
development, including diversity and inclusion, and the impacts of war on
veterans, including PTSD.
As someone with a strong interest in the social role of museums, I have
often wondered how military-focused museums can reflect and uphold
issues of social justice and human rights. After all, the New Zealand Army
has a strong emphasis on warrior culture, which can be limiting and subject
to mythologising. However, I would like to finish this piece with a 2014
statement by the Chief of Navy which resets the ‘warrior conversation’, and
helps chart a course for museums like NAM which seek to give expression
to NZDF values. Coming on the heels of the MA conference, this seems a
highly appropriate wero for us all:
Being a Warrior is more than putting ourselves into harm’s way for our country.
It is about standing up for what’s right, intervening when we see inappropriate
behaviour, speaking up for those who can’t speak for themselves. It is about fighting
for equality and fairness in everything we do.

National Army Museum redevelopment
from the rear of the museum
14 MAQ June 2017

Tracy Puklowski
Director, National Army Museum

Service Provider Profile
The Art of Fact way
We are ‘ART of FACT’. We develop and design all scales of visitor experiences,
in Aotearoa, Australia and Hong Kong, from our studio in the Innovation
Precinct on Auckland’s Waterfront.
Although we shape our work to suit our clients, we also have a pretty good
tried-and-tested way of doing things that we like to call ‘the Art of Fact’ way.
It may seem obvious, but we thought we would share it with you.
Step 1. Find the hidden story. Everyone who comes to us has a story - or
lots of stories - to tell. Most clients think they know their story. But often we
find that the real story - the story that moves people and makes them laugh,
cry or scream – well… often that story is hidden. Never deliberately, it is just
that it takes a bit of skill to tease away at the threads until the stories that
matter reveal themselves.
We have got pretty good at doing that over the years. It is one of the things
that sets us apart.
	A quick anecdote; we are currently working with Speight’s on a brewery tour.
Speight’s is owned by the big corporation Lion, which many assume to be a big
business takeover of a great Southern business. In fact Lion came into existence
in 1923 because all the breweries were petrified that prohibition would come to
New Zealand, sending them all to the scrap heap. Lion is at its heart a group of
mates, helping each other out in the face of global change. That’s a hidden story.
Once we can articulate the story, everything starts to get much easier.
Step 2. Who is it for? Some clients (interestingly more in the public sector than
the private sector) are tempted to say ‘everyone’. We know from experience
that you can make something really good for everyone… but don’t start
from that point - that is almost guaranteed to end up being bland. Start by
thinking of a specific audience, preferably those who are underserved but
will be your greatest advocates. The ones who will shout and tweet about
you because they care. It becomes much easier to build layers of interest for
other audiences onto something inherently strong.

	One more anecdote; Working on the master plan for
the redevelopment of ACMI (Australian Centre for
the Moving Image) last year we needed something
that could convey how the moving image can shape
the way we relate to the world. We found it in
CCTV of Federation Square and face recognition
software. Visitors will find themselves viewing
their own digital footprint, tracked as they arrive
at the museum.
Step 4. Now designing the story-telling is easy.
This is when the fun really starts. If we follow the
first three steps well, experience shows us that
we end up at step four with lots of confidence, a
bucket load of ideas, and very good odds of making
something that works for visitors. Then balancing
budgets and programmes is logical because you
know which ideas really matter.
A final anecdote; no, I will just show some pictures
of our work.
That is what we call ‘The Art of Fact way’. It is
what we love doing. Please feel free to tweet your
comments and stories @Art0fFact (that’s a zero
not an ‘o’)
David Hebblethwaite
Director - ART of FACT

	Another quick anecdote; a few years ago, working on the permanent rolling
exhibition of one of the 19th Century’s most significant archives (for the
National Library of Scotland) we were supplied with an official brief and
target audiences. It read something like (I’m paraphrasing) “primary, secondary
and tertiary students, Black and ethnic minorities, those with low educational
achievement and researchers”. Wow. Where do you start? Conversely developing
‘The Innovators’ for MOTAT last year, they asked us to inspire secondary-school
age people who were making decisions about their future - a much better brief!
Step 3. What have we got to connect them? As in what can we use to
connect the real stories to the target audience? Taonga? Film? Drawings?
Costume? Voices? Dusty old bits of paper?
Props? Nothing? We don’t really mind what. We have worked with
everything from priceless carvings to live giraffes and old beer bottles. We
have even hung 30 bicycles overhead in the world’s first Infinite Velodrome.
They all bring their own disciplines and opportunities. But fundamentally
these are the building blocks around which we will build the story. We
design to reveal meaning.
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Policy Matters!
to Cabinet after the general election, for decision
before the end of 2017. FENZ is responsible for
the modelling to set the actual levy rate to come
into effect from 1 January 2019, and levies will be
collected via insurance premiums as they are now.

the good news

PROUD
HISTORY
BRIGHT
FUTURE

It seems likely that there will be a levy exemption
for public museum and gallery collections. There
has been talk about a cap as an alternative, but this
now seems less likely. We hope an exemption will
be confirmed by Cabinet in August 2017.
Provisions in the original Bill for levy avoidance
and disputes that we considered somewhat
draconian have been amended. Under the FENZ
Act, the levy is based on the value of insurance
cover, and any choice to 'under insure' will not
be seen as avoidance. The government indemnity
for touring exhibitions is not 'insurance' and will
remain unaffected.
Our advice at this stage suggests that the actual
levy rate will go down from 1 January 2019.

the bad news
PROUD
HISTORY
FENZ – update on the SERVING
new fire
service
levy
OUR PEOPLE
BRIGHT FUTURE

WHAKARATONGA
IWI
the April 2017 issue of MAQ

The 'Policy Matters!' column in
gave a
run-down of the reform underway which will establish the new Fire and
Emergency New Zealand (FENZ) service, and the levy on insurance that
will fund it. This is a major changeFIREANDEMERGENCY.NZ
which will bring the existing urban, rural
and volunteer fire services into a single FENZ structure, and acknowledges
that it provides a wide range of services, such as dealing with floods, road
accidents, and hazardous spills as well as fires.
Museums Aotearoa and several member museums made submissions in late
2016 while the FENZ Bill was in Select Committee stage, particularly about
the effect of a likely increase in the insurance levy on public museums and
galleries. The Committee's report was sympathetic to our concerns, and some
useful amendments went through to the Bill's second reading in February
2017. The Act was passed in May. The operational integration process has
been under way for some time, with Day One for the new FENZ service on
1 July 2017.
Government policy analysts are now beavering away on the detail of levy
regulations, and there is still quite a lot of process to get through before the
levy changes come into effect. While we are still not sure how this will play
out in the long run, there is some progress to report.
The Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) is close to finalising advice to
Cabinet on the regulations to support FENZ, including transitional levy relief
and levy exemptions for particular classes of property, insurance contract or
policyholder. It is expected that this will be decided and advised publicly by
early August. After that DIA will be working on detailed regulations to go
16 MAQ June 2017

Because the timing proposed in the original Bill
was too short to achieve the unification of the
existing fire services into the new FENZ structure
as well as the funding changes, the dates have been
juggled. The new levy regime will not come into
effect until 1 January 2019. However, the new
FENZ organisation needs more funding now,
so the fire service levy for 2017/18 will increase
by 40% (from 7.6 to 10.6 cents in every $100 of
property insurance). The regulations enabling this
increase will come into effect on 1 July 2017.
We argued for transitional levy relief and this may
be available – but only for the new levy regime
from 2019, not this interim increase. In practice,
this means some short-term pain for those who
are already paying a fire service levy, and a delay in
spreading the load more widely.

… and the devil in the detail
There are still many unknowns. The new levy will
be applied to all classes of property and all kinds
of property insurance, unless specifically exempted
or capped under the yet-to-be-determined
regulations. We know there will be a fixed annual
fee for motor vehicles, and a cap for residential
properties. Hospitals and universities have also
argued strongly for special provisions.

Presuming there is to be an exemption for public
museum and gallery collections, there will need to
be some definitions in place. These need to address
such questions as whether buildings can be
defined as collection items, and how to treat items
on loan. There are also the perennial difficulties
in arriving at financial valuations for collections –
and whether that is done at all.
We hope that definitions for collections in
this context will align with other national and
international legal frameworks. for example,
there is a definition of 'public museum' in the
Protected Objects Act and 'cultural property' in
the UNESCO convention on illicit trafficking. An
interesting synergy is that MA is currently working
with our External Reporting Board (XRB) on an
international consultation on financial reporting
standards for heritage. There is potential crossover if new reporting standards are developed and
their definitions could be aligned for valuation and
levy purposes.

MA has estimated that the total value of our public museum and gallery
collections is between $4.3 and $5.6 billion. But we have no national figures
for the insured value for other kinds of museum property which will attract
the new levy, including buildings, vehicles, plant etc. And until the actual levy
rates are set none of us will be able to predict the overall effect on budgets
and operating expenses.
Despite these devilish details, it seems that the effort the museum sector has
put into this process is paying off. With the FENZ legislation now in place
and the expanded levy a given, we are still being consulted – and heard. We
now need to stay engaged through the remainder of this process to ensure the
FENZ levy regulations are reasonable and practical.
Phillipa Tocker
Executive Director, Museums Aotearoa

fenzproject.co.nz
www.dia.govt.nz/Fire-Services-Transition
www.legislation.govt.nz (Fire and Emergency Act 2017)
www.xrb.govt.nz (see Standards in development)

Staff Happenings
Kristie Short-Traxler has joined MOTAT as Conservation Manager. Kristie
has worked with a wide variety of collections in the UK,and as a consultant
with Auckland University and the Auckland War Memorial Museum since
arriving in New Zealand in 2016.
Migoto Eria has moved from the Matauranga Māori team at Te Papa
to the position of Iwi Development Manager Pouwhirinaki ā-Iwi with
National Services Te Paerangi. Emma Philpott returns to NSTP in the
role of Content and Resource Adviser Kaitohutohu Rauemi to cover a oneyear sabbatical for long-standing content and resource guru Tamara Patten.
Emma managed NSTP's training programme and grants from 2012 to 2015.
Auckland Art Gallery Principal Curator and Head of Programmes Zara
Stanhope is returning to Australia in August to be the Curatorial Manager
of Asian and Pacific Art at QAGOMA in Brisbane. In this role Zara will
have responsibility for The Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art.

Former Hokitika Museum Director Julia
Bradshaw has taken up the position of Curator of
Human History at Canterbury Museum.
Okains Bay Museum founder Murray Thacker
passed away on 8 June. A tribute to him by current
museum manager Ian Day in on page 23.
Kaikoura Museum has recently joined MA –
welcome Manager Stephanie Lange and Curator
Pam Garbes.
Bronwyn Simes has taken over as Manager of
Olveston Historic House from Jeremy Smith,
who has moved to Canada.

Paula Orrell is to return to the UK after 2 years as Artistic Director of
Christchurch's Centre of Contemporary Art (CoCA).
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A Culture of Continuous
Improvement
A Culture of Continuous Improvement
– Best Practice Wānanga
2-3 March 2017, Rehua Marae, Christchurch
For two sparkling late-summer days in Christchurch, a group of us met
at Rehua Marae to talk about how to do things better in museums and
galleries. The ideas of ‘continuous improvement’ and ‘best practice’, which
I was concerned could indicate management-speak jargon, were instead
used as organising themes, with talks and discussion focussing on real and
practical examples.
The wānanga was hosted by 23 of the staff from Canterbury Museum (with
the support of Maaka Tau from Rehua Marae, Stuart Burgess from Investors
in People and Museums Aotearoa), to share their continuous improvement
initiatives with museum colleagues in leadership roles around the country.
As participants from a mix of small, medium and large institutions, we heard
from the full range of Canterbury Museum staff about how their museum
runs and the things they have done to improve their practices. And all the
presentations were supported by documents in a huge folder of policies,
templates and examples that we all got to take home (and are encouraged to
use and copy as much as we like!).
The hospitality of Rehua Marae, from the very reasonable cost (<$300 for
two days), to the beautiful setting with friendly cats and the best food I’ve
ever had at a work-related event, really set the tone. Eating meals together
and staying at the marae created a candid and open environment where
we could learn about (and share) the real challenges we face. Every time
a failure or issue came up in one of the presentations, there were nods and
wry smiles from others in the whare, followed by animated discussions in
the wharekai. Sessions and meals often included off the record discussions
about the reality of subjects like insurance, difficult board relationships,
negative publicity, and the complexity of recruitment; and swapping stories
about constructive solutions.

Canterbury Museum clearly put a huge amount of
effort into organising the wānanga and developing
their presentations. As a participant, my regret
was not doing as much preparation myself, as it
became really evident that everyone there had
experiences that were worth sharing more widely.
It would have been particularly useful to hear
more from colleagues in the very small institutions
about how best practice is practically applied
in small museums, because those of us in larger
organisations could learn about how to do more
with less!
I enjoyed meeting contemporaries from a wide
range of organisations and in a range of roles. I
learned things from someone who worked in a
museum where they were the only full-time staff
member, from people who worked in libraries,
from large metropolitan museums with seemingly
enormous resources, and from ‘junior’ Canterbury
Museum staff given the opportunity to shine
and contribute. There were thought-provoking
discussions on working collections, deaccessioning,
relationships with boards and customer service
training for those of us in back of house roles.
The value of this wānanga was two fold. It was
really helpful to see a comprehensive overview of
Museum best practice and hear how it’s possible
to work towards it. But it was also really helpful to
hear how hard that is to achieve sometimes, and to
share (and laugh about) our struggles.
I believe Canterbury Museum has laid down
the challenge to the rest of us to share our best
practice (or attempts at it) with the rest of the
sector. It would be great to see another one of
these wānanga happening soon.
Tamsin Falconer
Project Manager, Museums Wellington

Wānanga in Te Whatu Manawa Māoritanga o Rehua
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Investors in People
One week after starting work at Canterbury
Museum my home was flooded and I needed
to take a couple of days off to deal with the
aftermath. I had no museum experience, was in a
short term contract position and my first thought
was ‘well this is not a good start’. Any concerns I
had though were quickly eliminated through the
generosity, concern and trust shown to me by the
virtual strangers that were my manager, director
and colleagues. This experience gave me an insight
into the culture of caring for staff that exists at
Canterbury Museum and which has continued to
be confirmed over the last 3 years.
Recently Canterbury Museum was awarded
Platinum status under the Investors in People
(IIP) Standard. For those not familiar with IIP, it
provides an assessment of an organisation’s people
management under the three broad performance
indicators of Leading, Supporting and Improving
while identifying areas for potential improvement.
This is the first Platinum standard awarded in
Australasia and only the second outside the
United Kingdom – a great achievement for an
organisation in the GLAM sector to attain over
other more mainstream businesses.
The progressive approach to staff management and
involvement that led to the award has manifested
itself in many ways both in my contract and now
permanent employment at Canterbury Museum.
Initially as a new member of staff I went through
a comprehensive induction process ranging from
in-house protocols and procedures to courses in Te
Reo and a two-day stay at Rehua Marae. Standard
ongoing training and job specific learning and
development continue to hone my skills and
understanding of museum matters.

Prime Minster Bill English and Phil Skewes at Canterbury Museum's IIP Platinum presentation

Just as IIP recognises expertise, Canterbury Museum also has the practice of
recognising and rewarding high levels of performance within the team. This
may not involve the Prime Minister as the presentation of our Platinum award
did, but regardless is a great encouragement to receive positive feedback which
in turn reinforces a confident approach to our work. This is complemented by
flexibility for staff to follow their interests and strengths within their work.
This support from management has the spin-off of creating supportive and
positive working relationships within the wider team.
Throughout my working life I have experienced many styles of people
management and work place cultures both in New Zealand and abroad and
don’t hesitate in placing Canterbury Museum well above the rest. I have
given just a few of many examples of how the IIP standards are embedded
in the values that we live by at Canterbury Museum. The encouragement,
support and opportunities staff receive from both their managers and each
other makes for a healthy and productive workplace. The award has really just
confirmed what I already knew.
Phil Skewes
Collections Technician Natural History, Canterbury Museum
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Understanding our Donors
Every day, all over the
world people offer their
belongings to museums.
Sometimes they ring or email first to make sure
the museum is interested. Other times they just
abandon things anonymously by a side door.
What exactly it is that prompts people to part
with something they have looked after for years,
sometimes for generations?
If you follow the conversations among museums
professionals overseas, especially in the UK,
you will notice the occasional complaint about
the recession and funding cuts tightening
acquisitions budgets. But how many museums
can actually afford to purchase their collections?
Surely smaller museums depend on the generosity
of their community giving objects for free. And
even museums with a healthy acquisition budget
must still get offers from the public which they
end up accepting. How often does this happen?
How much does the community directly shape
the collection?
As a sector, museums must balance a complex
array of stakeholders, but it seems we really
only have a nuanced understanding of one: the
visitor. Visitor studies is now a robust academic
discipline covering zoos, botanic gardens, art
galleries, museums and other attractions. The
continued success and practical application of
visitor studies methodologies has meant that
public value has been measured through the lens
of the visitor experience. Visitor satisfaction has
become as important a measure of success as
financial stability. However, visitors are just one
part of the equation.

Given that donors are both a major source of the collection and a recognised
key stakeholder, it is surprising more research has not been done to
understand their motivations. In an effort to address some of these questions
I surveyed Canterbury Museum’s donors between 2013 and 2016 asking
what motivated them to donate their objects. The preliminary results indicate
that while people feel a responsibility to care for the past, they do not feel
equipped to do it. There is also some evidence that a memorable museum visit
or a positive interaction with a staff member might prompt them to donate
as a way of saying thanks.
Although still in the early stages, I think this research points to some
interesting questions to follow up on. If an object is donated following a
memorable museum experience could these offers be used as a measure of
the exhibition’s impact? If people are donating with a specific staff member
in mind, what happens when that staff member moves on? How does this
impact institutional efforts to establish links with their communities? Are
there other ways museums can ease people’s concerns about not feeling
equipped to care for their items? It would be impractical and irresponsible to
collect everything that is offered.
My hope is that other museums will pick up on some of these questions and
seek out the answers. You can read more about the survey results here:
“Understanding donor motivations.” Museum Management and Curatorship.
Volume 32 Issue 3, 2017. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09647775.2017.1329025
Joanna Szczepanski
Curator Human History, Canterbury Museum

Chart of acquisition by donor (not object count).
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Suffrage 125

Taking action for women’s rights - Mia Faiumu, and other students led a protest outside Parliament on 13 March 2017 to protest against
rape culture and call for better sex and consent education in secondary schools. Photo: RNZ / Rebekah Parsons-King

What are you doing
for ‘Suffrage 125’?
In 2018 we celebrate the 125th anniversary of
women’s suffrage, remembering the enactment
of this landmark legislation on 19 September
1893, when New Zealand became the first selfgoverning country in the world to give all women
the right to vote in parliamentary elections.
The kaupapa for this anniversary is to focus on the
diverse New Zealanders who have created positive
social change for women and New Zealand.
This is an opportunity to highlight the culturally
diverse people of your area that have made
significant contributions to progressing woman’s
rights, and promote the suffrage story to your
younger and culturally diverse audiences.

Galleries, libraries and museums across New Zealand can have a key role in
this celebration, and some have already begun planning their activities.
Key dates you may want to consider for your activity are:
-	19 September, anniversary of when all New Zealand women over the age
of 21 were granted the right to vote.
- 28 November, anniversary of when women voted for first time.
The opening of He Tohu at the National Library of New Zealand, with
the 1893 women’s suffrage petition, will support these 125th anniversary
celebrations. He Tohu will run a series of public programmes during 2018
with a focus on the suffrage petition.
Kim Young
Project Manager Suffrage 125

Send information about what you are doing to:
kim.young@women.govt.nz

A small team from the Ministry for Women and
the Ministry for Culture and Heritage will be
working to connect the events and activities across
the country. There will be a unifying symbol, key
events, and supporting promotion.
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My Favourite Thing
Not a typical museum collection, the New Zealand Police Museum holds
items of significance associated with crime, dramatic social history events and
police cultural property. To ‘like’ an artefact because it is aesthetically pleasing
would be most unusual. For an artefact to be a favourite it would likely be
because its existence will spin your mind, maybe even horrify you. The back
story for each and every criminal case exhibit is chilling. The ramifications of
those cases stretch over generations and we respect and communicate that.

Such an earth shattering event in our history is
the 1990 Aramoana Massacre, lost loved ones are
still mourned keenly, no matter how many years
pass. The survivors still carry the scars. The bravery
shown by those caught up in this event is well
documented. The pinnacle of civilian bravery is
the awarding of the George Cross, the equivalent
of the military Victoria Cross. Sergeant Stewart
Guthrie earned that distinction for his selfless
actions at Aramoana, posthumously.
Last year the family of George Medal recipient
Eva Helen Dickson gifted her bravery medal to
the New Zealand Police Museum. The George
Medal is the second highest bravery award a
civilian can receive, after the George Cross. Helen
Dickson’s bravery throughout the Aramoana siege
was remarkable. Seventy-two at the time, with
two artificial hips and restricted arm movement
after surgery, Mrs Dickson was unable to flee the
gunman. She was with one of the victims when
he was shot in the lower back. Her medal citation
states that:
“Mrs Dickson ascertained that the man had been
seriously wounded and was unable to move. With a
display of great courage and resource Mrs Dickson
dragged herself to a nearby telephone booth where
she urgently summoned an ambulance and Police.
She then crawled approximately 100 metres back to
the wounded man and comforted him. Concerned
at the delay in medical aid Mrs Dickson then
crawled to her home and made further emergency
calls. The injured man was rescued by Police but
later died of his wounds. Mrs Dickson continued a
tense vigil communicating the gunman’s nocturnal
activities to Police by telephone throughout the
night. Mrs Dickson’s selfless and humane actions
in staying with the wounded man in the face of
grave danger and conveying situation reports to
Police while alone at night with the constant fear
of the gunman’s appearance, are deserving of the
highest praise.”
During the siege Mrs Dickson formed a very
strong bond with the Invercargill Armed
Offender Squad members that were on duty at
the scene. Her family cherished the relationship
and decided the medal should be preserved at the
New Zealand Police Museum. Mrs Dickson died
in 2007. We continue to admire this strong and
courageous woman.
Rowan Carroll
Director, New Zealand Police Museum.

George Medal for Bravery presented to Mrs Eva Helen Dickson 19/12/1991
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It is the end of an era. Just after 10pm on the night of June 8th, Murray
Thacker passed away in Akaroa.
Murray’s life was one of achievement; of dogged determination and not
letting obstacles get in the way. For those in the museum sector, perhaps
his greatest achievement was founding the Okains Bay Māori & Colonial
Museum. Others will remember him as an amateur archaeologist and
keen conservationist, and for his persistent efforts to keep the Okains
Bay community alive at a time when the social cohesion of many rural
communities was being consigned to oblivion.
Murray’s interest in New Zealand’s past began in childhood when he began
collecting items relating to early European settlement. As a teenager, he heard
of a local collector willing to sell his collection of Taonga Māori. To fund
the purchase Murray went cocksfooting – an arduous task. Cocksfoot grass
was harvested by hand for the seed, meaning long hours on bent double on
steep hillsides, cutting the grass with a sickle. His interest in Taonga Māori
became a passion. Banks Peninsula is rich in material relating to early human
habitation, and his work on the family farm gave Murray the opportunity to
fossick among the numerous pā sites to be found on the peninsula. Invariably,
treasures were found and added to his collection.
In the 1950s Murray struck up a correspondence (later a friendship) with
expatriate dealer Kenneth Webster. Based in London, Webster collected and
traded in Taonga Māori appearing on the secondary market; always with
a view to seeing it repatriated. Over the next decade he sold Murray some
important pieces and gifted him other significant items including a beautiful
kiwi feather cloak; the brown feathers shot through with bars of white feathers
taken from albino kiwi. By now, Murray was a familiar face at auctions
around the country, purchasing Taonga Māori, colonial memorabilia, rare
books, antique firearms, waka, whaling artefacts and anything else that took
his eye. As his knowledge grew, he travelled to the Whanganui River, to the
Chatham Islands and to the Bay of Plenty and the East Coast, seeking out
the last practitioners who could make such items as hīnaki using traditional
materials and methods.

This thirst for knowledge stayed with Murray to
the end of his days and is echoed in the eclectic
nature of the Okains Bay Museum, which is the
richer for his efforts. Initially, the Museum was
kept in his house overlooking the Pacific Ocean;
but in 1974, fed up with the number of visitors
playing havoc with his domestic life, he bought
the disused Okains Bay cheese factory to house
his collection. By the late 1970s the Museum had
been vested in a charitable trust and had a clear
focus on biculturalism which continues to this
day. It is wholly due to Murray’s vision and efforts
that the Museum hosts the largest Waitangi
celebrations in the South Island, with over 3,000
people attending each year.
Murray’s achievements have been widely
recognised. He was awarded both the QSM and
the A.C. Rhodes History Medal for his services
to preserving Canterbury’s history and was on the
Canterbury Museum’s Board of Trustees. In 2012,
the Okains Bay Museum won the Christchurch &
Canterbury Heritage Tourism Award.
So; what was Murray like as a person? He was
both cunning and dogmatic with a one-eyed view
of history, a single-minded visionary who could be
the epitome of charm, a man to whom nothing
was impossible, someone who was dedicated to
the concept of biculturalism without necessarily
understanding its ramifications, a tireless worker
who expected others to do the same… in short,
he was a character. Our museum and gallery
sector once had many colourful people like him.
Nowadays, there are few left. We are the poorer
when those like Murray pass on.
Ian Day
Manager, Okains Bay Museum
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Send us a caption for this photo to win an MA17 tshirt.
mail@museumsaotearoa.org.nz by 14th August 2017

